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iboss is proud to offer the iboss Zero Trust Edge (ZTE) to the K-12 Education market. iboss 

Zero Trust Edge Firewall-as-a-Service (FWaaS) is USAC compliant and 85% E-Rate eligible.  

iboss delivers a next generation, military grade, cloud-based firewall platform that enables 

schools to eliminate purchasing and managing multiple legacy technologies including Internet 

web filters (not E-Rate eligible).  iboss also eliminates the need to deploy costly VPNs to 

redirect student internet access to the school while they work from home.

What is iboss FWaaS?

The iboss ZTE FWaaS for Education is a cloud-based firewall solution that provides 

school districts with the ability to decommission traditional on-premises appliances and 

move beyond traditional Next Gen Firewall (NGFW) products and services. The platform 

currently supports over two thousand school districts including the largest districts in the 

U.S. iboss ZTE FWaaS platform offers advanced threat protection (ATP), cloud app firewall 

and monitoring, an intrusion prevention system (IPS), advanced antimalware defense, and 

Domain Name System (DNS) security.  The result is unmatched visibility and internet policy 

management across all students while increasing the school’s cybersecurity posture to 

military grade standards and protect the schools most critical data from cyber-attacks.

Why does K-12 need iboss ZTE FWaaS?

School District applications, data and services have mostly moved from the school 

datacenter to the cloud, making them easily accessible by attackers. Perimeter-based 

security measures, such as legacy on-prem firewall appliances, or NGFWs, are quickly 

becoming obsolete and incapable of protecting students, district employees, and 

applications. 

Now, with iboss ZTE FWaaS for Education, School Districts are connected to a single 

global firewall with a unified ZTE application-aware security policy, allowing districts to 

implement an enterprise cybersecurity FWaaS solution.   

Military Grade Security for K-12
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iboss is a cloud security company 
that enables organizations to 
reduce cyber risk by delivering 
a Zero Trust service designed 
to protect resources and users 
in the modern distributed world. 
Applications, data and services 
have moved to the cloud and are 
located everywhere while users 
needing access to those resources 
are working from anywhere. 
Built on a containerized cloud 
architecture, iboss delivers security 
capabilities such as SWG, malware 
defense, browser isolation, CASB 
and data loss prevention to 
protect all resources, via the cloud, 
instantaneously and at scale. This 
shifts the focus from protecting 
buildings to protecting people 
and resources wherever they are 
located. Leveraging a purpose-built 
cloud architecture backed by 230+ 
issued and pending patents and 
more than 100 points of presence 
globally, iboss processes over 150 
billion transactions daily, blocking 
4 billion threats per day. More than 
4,000 global enterprises trust the 
iboss Cloud Platform to support 
their modern workforces, including 
a large number of Fortune 50
companies. iboss was named 
one of the Top 25 Cybersecurity 
Companies by The Software 
Report, one of the 25 highest-rated 
Private Cloud Computing
Companies to work for by Battery 
Ventures, and CRN’s top 20 Coolest 
Cloud Security Companies of 2022. 
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About iboss®Advantages of iboss FWaaS
Security Policy Deployed via the Cloud from a Single Edge

•  A single firewall distributed across an organization’s sites and users that enforces 

consistent policy for all.

Transitions Costs to an Operating Expense Consumption Model

• Eliminates the need for purchasing (CAPEX), installing and maintaining appliances in 

your datacenter. Reduce costs and improve efficiency. 

Scalability and Flexibility

• Scales the firewall to your organization’s size and locations quickly. iboss cloud edges 

remain close to your users to protect your resources

• Consolidate solutions to reduce cost and strain on the technology teams’ resources 

while increasing visibility on at risk and high-risk students through one unified policy 

and reporting platform..

iboss FWaaS
Firewall Protection That Extends Beyond the Physical Network Perimeter

• The iboss cloud provides full firewall protection for users regardless of location. This 

includes Intrusion Prevention, connection tracking, as well as IP and Port blocking. 

The iboss containerized architecture extends firewall protection to users at all times to 

ensure fast and secure connections to cloud applications and resources.

Intrusion Prevention Regardless of User Location

• The iboss cloud’s containerized architecture allows stream-based data to be processed 

even when users are remote. Full firewall IPS is supported, including the ability to use 

existing IPS signature subscriptions.

Core Firewall Functions Including Connection Tracking and NAT

• This allows stream-based flows to traverse the iboss cloud via tunnels or iboss Cloud 

Connectors. The iboss Cloud Connectors can transparently tunnel data directly from 

user devices to the iboss cloud for firewall protection. As data flows through iboss 

cloud, firewall security is applied to the streams to ensure compliance and security.

Block IP Addresses and Ports by Group

• For PCI compliance, the need to block IP Addresses and ports is critical. The iboss 

cloud provides these critical capabilities and extends the features so they can be 

dynamically applied to users or groups dynamically. IP ranges and port ranges are 

supported in combination with user identity. 
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